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Introducing the Class of 2020

“I am particularly proud of the Fall 2017 incoming class, the first cohort of students I have enrolled in my relatively new position as Vice Dean for Admissions. They are a bright and diverse group that includes engineers, educators, CPAs, musicians and military veterans. The range of their backgrounds and experiences will undoubtedly enhance our interdisciplinary approach to the study of law. Boasting an impressive cumulative undergraduate GPA of 3.53, I certainly anticipate great contributions to our legal community from the Class of 2020.”

– Lindsay J. Gladney, Vice Dean for Admissions

How YOU Can Help

Do you know someone with a penchant for the law and a passion for justice?

Introduce him or her to the UB School of Law community. Our Admissions team will answer their questions, review their options and give them a tour of the law school. And our newly reduced tuition for out-of-state students makes a UB School of Law education an exceptional value for all of our students, whether their hometown is Buffalo or Brazil. Refer a future lawyer to:

Lindsay Gladney
Vice Dean for Admissions
(716) 645-2907
law-admissions@buffalo.edu
www.law.buffalo.edu/admissions